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CHAPI'ER I
THE ISSUE AND TERMINOLOGY
It has become increasingly apparent to the writer
that industrial arts students are little aware of the evolution that has taken place in basic woodworking hand tools.
The purpose of this study is to investigate the historical
background of woodworking hand tools and to describe the
evolvement of these basic tools.

The writer will attempt

to discuss these tools in a manner which will enable the
industrial arts teacher to give his students an interesting
and informative background of the evolution of these hand
tools.
I •

THE PROBLEM

Statement .2f the Problem
It was the purpose of this study to (1) present a
history of the evolution of basic woodworking hand tools;
(2) to relate the tools and methods used by frontier craftsmen; and (3) to compare the structure of modern woodworking
hand tools with older tools.
Importance of 2

Study

Our country's growth and expansion has depended on
man and the tools with which he has to work.

Early man

often made use of what we would now consider basically

2

crude woodworking hand tools.

Nevertheless, these are

the tools that shaped and built our nation.

Today's stu-

dents need a thorough understanding of the evolution of
these tools to appreciate and understand the precise woodworking tools in use in industrial arts classrooms today.

II.
A

LIMITATIONS

limitation of this study is that the writer will

discuss the basic woodworking hand tools in a historical
sense.

The writer will also give a historical sketch of

the evolution of tools as background information.

The

tools discussed in the study will be restricted to those
which were used in general woodworking, omitting specialized
tools used for a comparatively singular purpose.

A

final

limitation is that the writer will discuss only the basic
woodworking band tools which are still in use today, with
only occasional mention of those tools which are no longer
in use.

III.

DEFINITIONS

The purpose of defining terms used in this study
was to further limit its scope and to clarify the subject.
Defining the following terms will enable the reader to
better understand basic woodworking hand tools as further
discussed and illustrated.
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Tools
As defined by Webster, tools are " • • • an instrument of manual operation, as a hammer, saw, plane, file,
or the like used to facilitate mechanical! operations"
(22:895).
Woodworking Hand Tools
As used in this study, woodworking hand tools will
refer to the hammer, saw, chisel, axe, plane, square, file
and drill.
Craftsman
The craftsman is defined by Webster as one who
practices some trade or manual occupation.

In this study

it will refer to the manipulator of hand tools (22:194).
Guilds
Webster defines guilds as" • • • an association of
men with kindred pursuits or common interests or aims for
mutual aid and protection" (22:367).

As used in this study,

guilds will refer to the associations of craftsmen during
the Middle Ages.

CHA.PTER II
HISTORICAL SKETCH OF TOOLS
U~n is by nature a tool-using animal and has been
so from remote periods of antiquity.
Man is a social animal, distinguished by "culture":
by the ability to make tools and communicate ideas.
Employment of tools appears to be his chief biological
characteristic, for considered functionally they are
detachable extensions of the forelimb (16:1).
The history of mankind is written in the tools that
have come down through the ages.

Axes roughly made of stone,

or of copper and bronze are dug out of the earth and each
relates a different facet of the life of ancient civilizations.

The epic of man's development is written in his

tools just as clearly as the history of the earth is written
in the rocks.
More than a half a million years ago man took a great
step.

No longer was he naked and without food and fire,

living in damp caves, searching for fallen nuts, and always hiding from stronger animals while forever seeking an
opportunity to attack weaker ones.
fire came protection and comfort.

With the discovery of
Fierce animals were

driven away because of their fear of fire and man was warmed
by it.

Tu~n needed still more than fire for his protection

because he was one of the weakest animals.
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Uther animals have evolved specialized bodily equipment suited to some particular mode of life. Horses,
for example, have teeth and hoofs suited to a planteating animal living on grassy plains; beavers are dependent for their way of life on incisor teeth capable
of stripping and felling trees; the carnivorous sabretooth cats evolved claws like grappling irons and canine teeth like daggers, perfectly adapted for killing
prey. In the process of evolution man avoided any
such specialization, and retained the pliant fivefingered hands which were so useful to his small treedwelling ancestors. When the immediate forerunners of
man acquired the ability to walk upright habitually,
their hands became free to make and manipulate tools-activities which were in the first place dependent on
adequate powers of mental and bodily co-ordination,
but which in turn perhaps increases those powers (16:1).
Man's first constructed tool was the hammer.
was probably used in opening shells and nuts.

This

Man found

that by using his hammer as a club in combat, he could
strike a stronger blow and even slay animals that were
stronger than himself.
Later it became necessary for man to fight at long
range and out of this necessity grew the need of, and therefore the invention of the bow and arrow.

The development of

the bow and arrow was a great step in man's advancement,
for at long range he could kill large animals, which furnished materials for food and clothing.

In making and oper-

ating the bow and arrow, man developed physically and mentally.

Many problems came up in the construction and use of

the bow and arrow, the solution of which demanded the activity
of reason.

In making the bow, there was the kind of wood to

be considered.

In making the string for the bow and in

6

making the arrows other problems arose, all of which were
carefully worked out in the course of time.
Some anthropologists consider the bow and arrow the
greatest of all human inventions.

This is because it marked

man's first step in mechanics and his triumph over other
animals.

Now that man had become a tool-using animal, M

was able to further develop and use the more specific hand
tools.

These early tools of the Stone Age, so called be-

cause that was the chief material used for making tools,
were the axe, saw, plane, square, chisel and file.
As time progressed, man increased his variety of tools
and was lifted to a higher plane of civilization.
Man began to use metal in the construction of his
tools.

Because copper and tin were not to be found every-

where, people had to go great distances to obtain them.
Thus, trade was initiated.

The melting of copper and tin

was difficult and time-consuming.

Not everyone could do it,

so a new craft arose; the craft of the smith.

"Smith from

'smite', 'black' from 'black metal' (as distinguished from
silver smith brightwork), the 'blacksmith' was the early
American handyman" (21: 90).
As man progressed in his knowledge of hand tools
and the materials that went into their construction, he
became adept in their use.

He made his home more solid and

lasting by constructing it in a more exacting manner.

Logs
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could be notched to fit tightly together providing more
weather-proof construction.

He made his home more com-

fortable by constructing simple stick furniture.

His

trade with neighboring peoples was increased because his
means of transportation was no longer limited to walking.
With the invention of the wheel came the development of the
cart.

This enabled man to transport his goods from one

area to another.
Man was no longer confined to his immediate environment.

He had the means of transportation to travel by land

and sea.

He searched farther for the materials for his

tools and was able to trade for them.
followed there became trading posts.
gradually grew into cities.

Along the routes he
These trading camps

The work of the carpenters and

other craftsmen was important to the life of the cities because they made the tools that helped it grow and prosper.
Once copper had been discovered and casting invented,
the making of metal tools grew and spread quickly.
stone tools disappeared.

In time

But in Egypt stone tools were

used long after the arts of melting and casting copper were
known (9:122).

One reason for this was that there was no

copper to be found in the valley of the Nile.

All ore had

to be brought into the area from Asia Minor and the island
of Cyprus in the Mediterranean.
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Cyprus was so rich in copper and so early did the
people there begin to use it that the ore from this
place was famous all over the ancient world • • • our
own word for copper comes from the Greek name for this
island (9:124).
Another reason why metal tools were slow in developing in Egypt was because the Egyptians had such vast quantities of good stone right at hand.

Although the Egyptians

were excellent craftsmen and did fine and accurate work,
they did not develop any new carpenter tools.
From ancient writings much is known about the history
and everyday life of the Greeks, but little is known of the
Greek craftsman and his tools.
despised manual work.

It is known that the Greeks

They used slaves that had been cap-

tured in wars to do their labor.

Many slaves and foreigners

who came to the great cities were highly trained craftsmen
and stone masons.

Their work is especially notable as it

was done with exacting skill and care.
The use of iron in forging tools brought about a
great change in the development and quality of hand tools.
By the time of the Romans the smiths had found how strong
iron was and that they need no longer make their axe and
adzeheads as heavy as they had with bronze.

This in no

way affected the strength and durability of the tool.
Hundreds of carpenter's tools have been excavated
from the ruins of Pompeii and Herculaneum.

These tools

included fine, sharp saws with regular teeth, chisels of
both iron and bronze, some with tangs and other sockets for
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the handles.

Bow drills and strap drills are in evidence

as well as planes, draw knives, squares, and even folding
rulers.
As the Roman Empire grew and prospered many newcomers came to the cities; among them were proficient
architects, engineers and craftsmen.

It was during the

height of the empire that these creative people began to
study their materials.

They found how strong were iron,

brick, stone and wood and how each could best be used.
When the Roman armies penetrated less civilized northern and
western areas of the expanding empire, they brought their
own tools and manufacturing equipment.

In this way, the

Roman tools were put into use by the artisans of many widely
separated lands.
After the decline of the Roman R'mpire the artisans
of the Middle Ages developed their skill and tools to a
still higher degree.

The formation of the guilds proved to

be a major factor in the historical growth of the craftsman
and his work.

Practically every type of work was represented

by a guild and all had strict rules of conduct and workmanship (9:172).

If for any reason a workman broke the rules,

he was fined and the tool with which he was working at that
time was taken away from him.

In severe cases of miscon-

duct, a man could be sentenced to death.

Because the rules

of the guilds were so rigidly enforced by constant inspection,
the craftsmanship of the Middle Ages remained at a high level.
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Although the tools of the Middle Ages were extended
in their usefulness, it is strange that these proficient
craftsmen did not make use of the plane until late in the
period (9:180).

Medieval workman used an axe instead of

the plane and adze to smooth and square timbers.

The axe,

adze, chisel, auger, gimlet, gauge, compass, square, marking gauge and saw were in use throughout the period.
With the Renaissance came the rebirth of learning,
the age of exploration and new ideas which penetrated the
European countries.

Although the craftsmen of the Ren-

aissance were involved in imitating the styles of the ancient Romans, the period was rich in new inventions and
experiments.

It became the age of new machines.

During this period saw mills were constructed on the
European continent, making use of the vast amounts of timber
that was available.

"In Italy, Leonardo Da Vinci developed

a planing machine worked by hand, improved the lathe and
invented a machine for cutting files" (9:190).

New adap-

tions of tools provided the fine and detailed work so admired by the people of the Renaissance.
With the development of the marine compass, man was
able to chart courses across the seas to the far corners
of the world.

When he returned he brought many tales of

the strange and wonderful lands he had visited.

In addition,

he brought back finely wrought armor, delicate cups of gold
and other marvels of workmanship from foreign markets.
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Most important, he brought unique methods of building and
new uses for hand tools.

These ships also transported families to the colonies
of the New World, where their skill as builders and farmers
would be put to the greatest test.

The primitive life en-

dured by the colonists taught them to make valuable use of
the tools they had brought to America.
In 1622, England gave some written advice for adventurers to the New World telling them of the many
cases where families had left the homeland poorly
equipped, suffering privation and death as a result.
'Those leaving for Virginia,' this declaration read,
'must provide themselves with the following tools for
a family of six:
4 hoes, 3 shovels and 2 spades
2 broad.axes, 5 felling saws
1 whip-saw with file and set
2 augers, 6 chisels
2 pickaxes, one grindstone
Nails of all sorts' (20:38).
It was well for the colonists to take heed of this notice
because the English Crown taxed all tools and implements
that were exported to the colonies.
Because of this British tax, the blacksmith came to
be of vital importance to the colonists.

He could fashion

tools of unique design especially forged and constructed
for one man.

In this way the tax was avoided and tools of

pure American design were developed.
As more people came to America, the earlier settlers
were already beginning to push westward.

With this west-

ward movement ma.n's ingenuity was again put to the test.
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His smith-made tools were a necessity of life.

The smith

of the frontier village was held in high regard by the entire community because he forged and built the wheels and
frames of the wagons that would push westward.

He also

provided the nails that would build new homes and even
utensils that would be used to cook and serve meals.
With the industrial revolution came the use of steam
as a source of power which made vast changes in manufacturing methods.

In the mills it turned the wheels of industry,

replacing wind and water as a source of power.

This brought

about new improvements in machines as well as the invention
of many new types.
Late in the eighteenth and early in the nineteenth
century, numerous machines for working wood were originated.
Samuel Betham, an Englishman, took out a patent on a machine
for making molding, a planing machine, and another for
boring holes and making joints (5:320).

These machines

were originally used to set up a mass production system
whereby pulley-blocks could be turned out for the British
Admiralty.
Naturally, these machines bad a great effect on the
carpenter.

Now machines could do tasks quickly that had

taken the carpenter many hours or days to complete.

Many

parts of the building he used to make came ready-made from
the mills.

These conveniences made building easier and in

the long run, less costly.
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Today we look at the benefits of mass production as
a necessity of life.
and workmanship.

Our tools are marvels of efficiency

Yet, we could not have these tools without

the inventive mind of man and his ability to make use of
the materials in his environment.

CHAPl'ER III
EVOLUTION OF BASIC WOODWORKING HAND TOOLS
I.

THE HAMMER

As stated earlier, the hammer was the first tool
used by man.

"The hammer, a tool of percussion, is also

the most widely used of all tools" (10:209).

Hammer stones,

as they are called, were nothing more than a stone that
would fit the hand that could be used to strike an object.
An example of this is shown in Figure 1.
Although most hammer stones were oval in form,
others had pits or depressions chipped out of both
sides for the thumb and finger to fit into so that
a better gra.sp could be obtained (10:207).
The first true hammer was evolved when man fastened a handle
to the stone with skin thongs.

These first handled hammers

had handles formed from deer antler or wood which was
lashed to the stone.

These crude stone hammers are still

in use among certain primitive tribes (16:16).

Figure 2

shows an example of this.
Later, holes for holding handles were formed by
using a stick as a drill which was twirled between the
palms of the band and fed with sand and water (10:207).
Often these handles were cemented in place with asphalt
which seeps out of the earth in different parts of the
world.
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A unique combination in tools was the hammer axe.
"As its name implies,

the hammer axe

has an axe edge at

one end, the other being heavy and blunt, so that it
could be used as a hammer" (5 :60).
Limestone was used as a mold for the casting of
early bronze hammers.
At the bottom of the mold was a depression. This
was for the reception of a core or circular piece of
clay or soft stone so that when the metal was poured
into the [!tolal it would flow around this core and
?men the metalhas solidified and was removed from the
LmolID and the core taken out a hole would be left
ready for the shaft (10:209).
A sample of this is illustrated in Figure 3.

The use of

bronze also made possible the introduction of the heavy
sledge-hammer.
At the beginning of the Iron Age it is known that
Indians of North America used iron for both their ornaments
and tools.

This iron was found in meteorites, because

meteorites contained a kind of iron that could be fashioned
cold.

With such hammers fashioned of iron, man was able to

make use of a tool that has since evolved very little.
Figure 4, and Figures 5 and 6 located on page 18, show
illustrations of such hammers.
The hammer used by the frontiersman in America was
similar in design to those that are in common use today.
Most hammers had claws to further facilitate the removing
of nails which were valuable and reused many times.
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Mention should be made of the mallet and the maul
or beetle.

These items are illustrated in Figure

7.

Both

have wooden heads, made square, cylindrical or barrelshaped.

Sometimes these heads are covered with rawhide.

The mallet is used to drive any wooden handled tool and
the maul, a very heavy mallet, is used to drive down posts
or stakes.

A mallet

11

pushes 11 because of the elasticity of

its head.
Due to the once widespread practice of using wooden
mallets to drive in wooden nails used during the period,
there are few ancient iron hammers in America.

It was

with the advent of the use of iron nails that the iron
hammer came into widespread use.
Today's hammer has changed very little from those
that have been in use for the hundred of years previous.
In fact, a hammer made in Roman times is a marvel of
good design.

An illustration is shown in Figure 8.

20
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II.

THE All

Of all the cutting tools, the axe is probably the
oldest and for thousands of years, the one most widely used.
The first axes were probably stones with sharp edges that
were found instead of made.
of this.

Figure 9 shows an illustration

The sharp end of this stone was used by early

man for a variety of tasks such as chopping wood, cutting
meat and as a scraper for removing flesh and hair from
animal skins.
The hand-axe, made of sandstone, quartz, or lava
as well as of flint, served mankind for at least a
thousand centuries and spread over nearly one-fifth
of the land surface of the globe. It is well known
because of its durability; objects made of less durable
materials like wood or horn, though sometimes preserved in sand, peat, or even ice, are usually known
only indirectly (16:23).
A handle attached to these hand axes was a simple machine

that turned a small force exerted by the hand into a
greater force delivered by the axe.

Figure 10 shows an

illustration of this.
As compared with flint or stone axes, those made
of bronze or copper were not necessarily sharper but they
did last longer.

They were also less brittle and could be

made into any desired shape.

Wrought iron did not provide

a satisfactory sharp edge so necessary in a good axe.

It

was, therefore, with the appearance of steel that the axe
came into being as a sharp, specialized tool.

22
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Axes were more specialized in the northern countries
of Europe and Asia because of the vast forest lands.

It

was therefore logical that the axe was one of the most
important tools brought by the colonists to the new world.
Illustrations of these axes are shown in Figures 11 and 12.
A man armed only with a felling axe could enter a forest
and survive.
With his axe he could clear the land of trees, cut
fuel, build a bridge, a house, and furniture. With
his axe he could fashion snares for game and in a
pinch, use it to protect himself against marauding
Indians or wild beasts (20:10).
The Trade Axe, which was first sold to the Indians
by ~uropean traders, was a heavy rectangular, shafted blade
about eight inches long.

It resembled the original tree

felling axe long ago employed in Europe and brought by the
pioneers to Canada, Plymouth and Jamestown, and used by
them in the forests of North America.

This now rare in-

strument consisted of the bit or the blade, the poll or
face opposite the bit, the eye, generally with a pointed
lower lip for inserting the handle, and the helve or

handle.

"Thousands of these heavy long-bitted, treefelling instruments dating from the early seventeenth century have been
found on Iroquois dwelling sites in New York and Canada"
(13:328).
Axe.

Figure 13 shows an illustration of this Trade
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Mercer, in his book, Ancient Carpenter's Tools
states the following:
There can be no reasonable doubt, from their size
and weight that these axes were not used by the Indians
as tomahawks. The small, light and deadly iron tomahawk, so closely resembling them in outline, was an
afterthought derived from them by white blacksmiths
soon after the settlement, before which time the Indian
tomahawk had been a stone or bone-mounted club (13:328).
As illustrated in Figure 14, the axes brought to
America by the colonists were well curved, with gracefully
fashioned blades.

This type of axe was evolved into one

of pure American design that had a heavy poll which usually
outweighed the bit of the axe.

Although it could be used

for hammering, its real purpose was to provide weight and
give more momentum to chopping.
Axes were made by farmers and blacksmiths to their
own specifications for felling trees or mortising beams of
barns and homes. These axes were made by folding an iron
pattern with a steel edge over a metal handle pattern,
until shaped.
was completed.

This was then hammer welded until shaping
An example of this is shown in Figure 15.

This process was used until the end of the 1800's.
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Although the broad axe was used for cutting down
trees, it was more of a carpenter shop tool than a woodsman's.

This axe is shown in Figure 16.

Straight from the Middle Ages and weighing close
to ten pounds, the broad axe had one purpose and that
was to make already felled, rough logs into serviceable building timbers; the process was called hewing.
Each hewer had his own method of using a broad axe.
As it was beveled on only one side and the handle was
often curved to 'hug' the log that was being worked on,
there were both rightand left-handed broad axes. The
general method of hewing was to go down the rounded
top of a felled log with deep notches; then, with the
beveled edge of the broad axe up, the wood between
each notch was hacked out. This went on until the
rounded surface became flat; when four sides had been
done, the result was a square beam (20:35).
The adze was a similar instrument that was used for
smaller logs.

The head of the adze always had square eyes

or openings upon which the head slid.

This is shown in

Figure

17.

side.

Because the adze was used on a timber that the hewer

The blade of the adze is sharpened on the in-

straddled, and the blade swept past between his legs, few
old - timers went long without serious scars on both legs.
The Indians had adzes of their own, but they were flint
bladed without a long handle.
knife-like scoop.

The Indian adze was really a

Before it could be put to use the wood

had to be either burned or hollowed out.
The hatchet, shown in Figure 18, is like a small axe
with a short handle.
heads.

There are inumerable shapes for hatchet

There are broad hatchets for shaping wood and half

hatchets for quick rough work.
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There are hatchets that are sharpened on only one
side of the face.

They were used for a close shaving cut.

Today's household hatchet began as the 'shingling
hatchet'. This had a flared shape with slightly rounded
nail-hammering head and a nail-pulling notch in the bit.
Because the first American roofs were thatched, shingling hatchets were unknown to the early settler. Shingling hatchets so often fell from roofs being worked on
that roofers freguently had them strung for hanging at
the wrist (21:20).
Today's axes differ very little from those used by
the early American craftsman.

Made of fine steel, they are

sharply bladed, efficient tools, but they have changed little
in form.
III.

THE SAW

When ancient man wished to cut a piece of wood or
bone, he probably
stone.

reached for the nearest sharp - edged

By drawing it back and forth he noticed its cutting

power was provided by the roughness of the edge.

Figure

19 illustrates this, and is shown on page 31.
The saw, one of the most ancient tools known to man
has been used since the later stone age before the
discovery of metal, when only the crudest of implements were constructed (6:5).
It is most generally felt that nature provided some
of the examples which eventually led to the invention of
the saw.

These examples were the swordfish and the saw-

like action of the serrated wing of the wasp.
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The earliest prehistoric saws were simply small
flakes of flint notched by chipping.

These saws were rarely

more than three inches long with irregular teeth of doubtful sharpness and held between the thumb and finger.
saws had very limited cutting power.

These

An illustration of

this is shown in Figure 20.
The stone age man's ingenuity increased with his
needs and he discovered that by mounting his serrated
flint chips in a groove formed in a stock of wood, he
obtained a more serviceable tool (6:2).
~~n's environment and materials had a great deal to
do with how he made his saws.

During this period, the

people of the South Seas ma.de saws from the teeth of the
shark.

The ancient Mexicans used a volcanic rock called

obsidian for saw teeth and the Carib Indians used notched
shells.

All these people had to accept the dictates of

local geography.

With the coming of metal, man could

himself design and determine the kind of saw he wanted
(12:13).
The Egyptians were the source from which the Greeks
borrowed the saw.

The saw has been depicted on many Egyp-

tian sculptures at a very early period.

As shown in Figure

21, "These Egyptian saws had teeth inclined toward the
handle; cutting on the pull" (2:8).
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Egyptian workmen even had bronze saws with jewelled
teeth for difficult stone cutting operations.

"The saw blade

must have had a length of at least fifteen feet and have produced cuts one-sixth of an inch wide, that is not wider than
the modern frame saw" (12:19).
were probably

"The teeth of Egyptian saws

hacked with a stone as neither the Egyptians

nor the Greeks had metallic files" (12:18).
The Iron Age of the early Roman Empire is considered
to be the genesis of modern saw making.

Previously, all

saws had been open and unframed with a handle at one end
or occassionally at both ends of the blade.

A major inno-

vation developed by the Romans was the frame saw.
This was an ingenious way of avoiding the binding
and buckling of soft metal blades by setting the blade
either centrally in a frame or as one side of a
frame (12:19).
By the end of the fourth century the Romans were very
successfully using machine saws in their German quarries.
The Middle Ages witnessed no significant advances in
the technical evolution of the saw other than the introduction of the saw mill.

There were five main types of

medieval saws; open handsaws, two handled saws, frame
saws, pit saws and machine saws.

The medieval frame saw

was used chiefly for crosscutting; while "deeping", or
splitting logs from end to end into planks was doubtless
effected by means of the pit saw.
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A unique use for the medieval frame saw was in its

use as a means of execution.

Prisoners of war, especially

noblemen, were executed with saws.
"The pit saw was a very long two-man saw designed to
be used up and down instead of horizontally" (20:44).

One

man worked down below in a pit very uncomfortably and his
partner in the more favorable position on top (11:27).
These pit saws, as shown in Figures 22 and 23, were used
for splitting logs into long planks for building purposes.
"Sometime early in the eighteenth century the ancient
pistol grip open handles on tangs began to be replaced on
saws as well as planes by closed handles common today"
(12:32).

The modern hollow-grasp riveted-on saw handle did

not appear until 1750 and even then it was not extensively
used until saws began to be made in factories, about 1840.
Although one of the simplest and oldest of tools, it was not
until the last two or three hundred years that the saw attained its universal importance.

In their modern adaptations,

the many kinds of saws may be divided into two general
classes, reciprocal (hand saw) and continuous action (band
saw).
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Handsaws became available for many varied uses.
Blades for these saws were often shipped from Sheffield,
England, to the far western United States by clipper around
the horn.
Usually, but not always, Americans fitted their own
handles to Sheffield blades. These were wide smoothground crucible steel blades, often about two feet by
ten inches, with triangular, pointed, raked teeth,
cutting on the push (12:32).
Tenon and compass or keyhole saws are essentially
smaller special varieties of the one-man open handsaws.
They were evolved in early modern times (12:32).

Tenon

saws, used for cutting tenons, have short rectangular, thin
blades with teeth slightly set and strengthened by a stiff
metal strip along the top edge.

These are shown by the

example in ]'igure 24, located on page 37.
Since the eighteenth century, they have had hollow
grasp handles, slotted and riveted on the blade. In
1960 as in 1760, tenon saws serve the same purpose; to
cross-cut generally, and to smooth edges of tenon and
dovetail joints and e:itej] fittings (11:38).
The keyhole saw, used in sawing curves, is narrow,
pointed and thick to prevent buckling.

It has a wide set

to the teeth to help in following curves.

"The teeth are a

cross between the rip and cross-cut teeth" (12:66).

The

compass saw is a larger variety of the keyhole saw.

It is

often called a locksaw with unset teeth and a pistol-grip
handle.
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Shaping and fitting saws have also evolved a framed
species.

They include the buck saw and the bow saw.

An

illustration of the following is shown in Figure 25.
In essence buck saws are thin narrow, slightly raked
blades strained between the lower ends of two wooden
arms, the top ends of which are joined by twisted cord;
constant pressure from the(yariablelby adjusting the
toggle-stick tends to press open the lower ends of
the frame thus straining the blade. Buck saws are
similar to bows, the chief distinction is that bow
saws have an adjustable blade to cut in any direction
and out of the plane of the frame. The depth of cut of
bow saws was thus not limited by the cross-brace, impeding movement. Buck saws, on the other hand, were
strictly limited with the fixed blade to the crosscutting of narrow, thin articles (12:38).
With the invention and adaptation of the continuous
action saws, the changes in handsaw design were comparatively
minor.

But these handsaws became a prime tool in pioneer

construction.

Because continuous action saws were usually

unavailable on the frontier, pit saws as well as the smaller
handsaws were of utmost importance to the pioneer carpenter.

---
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IV •

THE PLANE

The first planes used by man were probably stones
with a smooth edge.

Although flint is a hard and brittle

substance that can be fractured easily, it was used to
form an early plane because an experienced flint craftsman
could produce a tool with an edge of almost razor sharpness.
Other types of stone such as chert and obsidian were also
used.
With the advent of the bronze edge, the plane became somewhat more specialized and even more so with the
coming of the Iron Age.

Because of the strength of iron,

the plane bit did not have to be as heavy as those made
out of bronze.
The Roman plane, of which examples were found in
Pompeii, had a hole in the stock back of the blade through
which one could put his hand to guide it when smoothing
boards.

Examples of these iron planes have been found in

Germany and England.

Figure 26, located on page 40, depicts

this.
In Medieval times the carpenter's work had been
heavy and strong. The scaffolds and roofs for the
great buildings and the framework for the houses could
all be made with simple tools. This was not for want of
ability to make their woodwork smooth, but because they
appreciated the character of wood and wanted the grain
to show. This work need not be finished smooth and you
can see today marks of the axe and the adze on the
timbers in the buildings of medieval times (9:191).
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The people of the Renaissance wanted finished work smooth surfaces and intricate panels on their walls, moldings and their doors.

All this meant that the carpenters

must use more exact and delicate tools.

This included new

kinds and shapes of planes for doing special work.

Among

these planes were the "joynter" planes, shown in Figure

27, the jack plane and the small smoother plane.

In addition

to these planes that are still in use today, there were some
that are no longer used.
Of the planes for making joints the commonest was the
rebate plane, so called because it cut a rebate on the
edge of a board. Sometimes just a comm.on plane was used
for this with a strip of wood fastened along the bottom
of the stock which covered part of the blade. This strip
was called the fence and served to guide the plane. It
ran along the edge of the board holding the plane blade
always in the same path, so as the board was cut a square
rebate was cut along the edge. So common was this joint,
however, that a carpenter usually had a rebate plane on
which the fence was permanent. The trouble with these
planes was that they always made the same width of cut
so another kind was called a fillister. This was so
made that the fence could be moved sideways to widen
out or narrow down the rebate. A little sharp scoring
point went ahead of the blade on the side toward the
wood and this kept the cut square and clean (9:192-193).
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Planes were usually made out of apple or cherry
wood.

These woods were very hard and enabled the plane to

glide easily over the work.
Old world planes, made as much to look at as to
do a job, often had inscriptions and floral carving.
But the completely utilitarian American plane, except
for an occasional graceful handle, usually resembled a
box. Looking alike, a nest of small planes in the
average carpenter's chest often reached thirty or more
in number. Perhaps because of their plainness, or their
quantity, they never caught the collector's fancy. Not
long ago, in Vermont, you could buy them by the barrel
as firewood for five dollars. That included the barrel

(21:56).

The grandest plane was the crown moulding plane.

That

large strip between the wall and the ceiling was the indication of a fine room as well as the mark of a craftsman.
No workman ever carried about so large a tool and few owned
one; instead the ordinary workman improvised with the basic
"hollow" and "round" planes to make a moulding that the
crown could do at one sweep.
It is the "rabbet plane" that nra.bbets" out a cut in
the sides of a board.

This was a common method of joining

lengths of boards before the milled tongue-and-groove.

The

rabbet planes have "fences" which a.re overlapping strips to
guide the plane along the end of the board.

Shown in Figure

28, these planes vary in design, some throwing shavings to the
right, some to the left, some to both sides.
The plow plane, shown in Figure 29, was used to do a
simple job but it gave the impression of being a very complicated tool.
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Before the tongue-and-groove joint came into use,
two grooves were placed against each other and a ttspline" was
driven into the "tunnel" to join the two pieces together.
This was done by means of the plow plane (21:62).
In conjunction with the various types of planes it
would be well to mention the drawknife or snitzel-knife as
some Pennsylvanians called it, and the spokeshave and scraper.
As the first plane was probably a sharpened stone, it
would be logical to suppose that the first scrapers were
sharpened stones.

The evolution of the plane and scraper

in regards to materials used coincide.
The early American members of the scraper "family"
were well varied.

With the emergence of the snitzel bank,

or shaving horse, which made it simpler to hold the article
being shaved, the drawknife became a favored tool.

This

tool is shown in Figure 30.
The drawknife was used to taper the sides of shingles,
to rough-size the edges of floor boards and rough-trim
paneling before planing them, to fashion axe, rake, and
other tool handles, and to make stool legs, ox yokes,
pump handles, and wheel spokes (21:40).
The final finishing on much drawknife work was done by the
spokeshave and scraper, illustrated in Figure 31.
The difference between the drawknife and its little
brother the spokeshave is like the difference between the
old open razor and the safety razor. The spokeshave
has a regulated depth of cut; tap the tangs and the cut
deepens, tap the face of the blade back and it becomes
more shallow (21:40).
uften a screw held the adjustment in place.
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All metal spokeshaves appeared just before the Civil
War; before that, the variety of wood handles seems endless.
The largest shaver was called the chamfer knife and was
used to smooth barrel tops and for a variety of other larger
smoothing jobs.
With the invention of tool steel, the edged tool has
come into its own.

No longer is there a need for a large,

cumbersome scraper or plane.

Today's tool is a well balanced

precision instrument that can be sharpened to a razor-like
edge.

But, somehow in this evolvement, the plane and the

scraper have lost some of their character.

The handmade

plane had a unique design, often made especially for a particular purpose such as the "scooper" plane which was used
for planing scoopsand shovels.

V.

THE FILE

The first files from which the modern tool has evolved
may date back to prehistoric times.

Primitive man shaped his

stone hatchet by abrading it with a flat piece of granite or
some harder stone.

In this manner he filed away until his

implement had obtained the desired shape.
It is extremely doubtful when metallic files were
first employed. Although some antiquarians claim that
metal files were known in the Bronze Age, it appears
from such examples as are quoted that these were saws
rather than files (19:1).
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It was during the Roman civilization that metallic files
were in common use.

32.

An illustration is shown in Figure

These Roman files were made of a very mild steel, the

largest being half an inch wide and three-tenths of an
inch thick, cut on one side only.

The methods used in

cutting these files are uncertain, although many experts
are of the opinion that they were cross double cut.
"About the year 1490 A.D., we find the first known
attempt to cut files by machine, an invention of Leonardo
da'Vinci, famed as a scientist, engineer and mechanician 11

(14:9).
Between Roman times and the eighteenth century, there
was no marked development.

Many rasp-like files, with teeth

raised by punch and file, were produced and the files were
chiefly simple cross-cut types.
stration of this file.

11

Figure 33 shows an illu-

i'here were variations in the tangs,

which were both straight and curved, the latter type to give
the worker's hand sufficient clearance to prevent its catching the work"

(14:2).

Rasps were employed by the makers of musical instruments in the eighteenth century.

Cabinet makers of the

period used rasps with teeth cut in circular parallel curves.
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Experiments with rasps having inserted teeth,
wedged into place by pieces of wood, led to the introduction
in 1795 by James White, a French machinist, of the "everlasting" file.

This file had movable teeth that could be

sharpened individually on a grindstone.

These files were

favored by both wood and metal workers of the period but
not in later times.
To revert to files, as distinct from rasps, the
seventeenth century had more single cut than double
cut files. These were largely used by locksmiths
and other workers in metal. They were square, flat,
oval and half-round; in addition, special types of
files, su~as entering, slotting, threesqu.are, and
rat-tail 1-Eound), were known and used (19:3).
It is well to note that some files remained stationary
while the work moved across the cutting surface of the tool.
The first machine which actually cut files was
probably made by Chopitel, a Frenchman, in 1750.
:Further machines were invented between the years
1756, and 1862, mainly by Frenchmen (14:9).
As the English and American developed file cutting machines
they naturally became more specialized and improved.
The rasps and files used by the early American craftsmen were probably hand-cut because of the lack of file cutting machinery in the New World.
wonderful and precise workmanship.

These hand-cut files show
In many hand-cut files

it is almost impossible to pick out the separate chisel
marks because they are so finely cut.

The skill of the old

hand file cutters had to be seen to be believed.

It is

credibly stated that even under the microscope it would be
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difficult to detect irregularities in the spacing of the
file teeth.
The files used in early America were of the type
that are still in use today, although now virtually all
files are machine cut and made of fine tool steel.
VI •

BORING TOOLS

The boring of holes goes back to the very earliest
years of mankind and in the hundred of thousands of years
since, a great many ways for making holes have been invented.
During the Stone Age, drill points were made of sharp
stone splinters, and as time progressed the Stone Age man
came to use bone, horn, ivory and shell to fashion drill
points.
Shell and teeth with holes bored through them have
been found in the same layers of deposits in the caves
as the bones of the mammoth and the cave-hyena.. The
art of boring holes was known almost everywhere by the
most primitive people and bored shells strung on threads
of bark or sinews of animals came to be used as ornaments, perhaps as money, and some say they served to
keep records just as knotted strings were the records
of the Indians of South America in Pizarro's time

(9:89).

The first drill was just a splinter of flint held in
the hand and twisted back and forth. Stone Age men would
sometimes wrap the end in skins so that it would not cut
their hands while working with it.

Splinters of bone and

long thorns used as an awl were the very most primitive
drilling tools.

In order to bore holes with a stick of
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hardwood, the workman would hold the object that was to be
bored between his knees or with his toes.

By twirling the

stick back and forth with the palms of his hands he would
bore the hole.

He would sometimes put sand and water into

the hole to make the work go faster.

This type of drill

is called a shaft drill, and is shown in Figure 34.
The strap drill uses the hard stick for the drill
point, but instead of turning the point by the hands,
it is turned by a strap or thong. The strap is
passed once around the shaft and it is pulled back and
forth making the shaft spin around. In order to hold
the loose end of the shaft still and to press down on
the point the worker used a mouthpiece of bone or
wood which was held between the teeth. The top of the
stick would fit into this mouthpiece and by pushing
down with the head the shaft point was pressed against
the object bored, then by pulling the strap back and
forth the stick was made to spin and the hole bored

(9:90).

Thousands of years later man needed drills that
could penetrate the very hard stone that was now used for
tools.

The drills used during this period were really

machines rather than tools.

One of these new machines was

called the bow drill and is shown in Figure 35.

"The

Aurignacian Indians used the bow drill both to bore holes
and make fire as the Eskimos do" (18:133).
At one end of the bow the string was tied fast, at
the other end it was loose and held in the hand.

When the

string was looped around the shaft of the drill and the
shaft head held in place by a headpiece it could be spun
around by sawing back and forth with the bow, very much like
playing a. cello.
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These headpieces were made of bone, stone, or wood
and each kind had a small shallow hole into which the top
end of the shaft could spin around.

The drill points

used with this type of drill were made from flint points or
bone.

Sometimes they used a hollow reed or bone, so that

instead of cutting a hole, a circle would be cut.

When

the tube had gone clear through the stone, the center
part would drop out.

Sand or water was used with this type

of drill point to facilitate easier cutting.
During the Bronze Age, the Egyptians used diamonds
and other precious stones for drill points as we do today.
The Egyptians used these jewel points most extensively in
their drilling of the massive stones for the pyramids and
other temples and statuary (9:127).

The Egyptians also

had bronze tubes which they cut in half and used as drills.
These half-tube drills are really gouge points, but the
trouble with both tube and gouge is that they left a core
in the middle of the hole which is not cut, for the tool
goes down in a circle.

The carpenter had to stop every

once in a while to break off this core.

So he learned to

round off the bottom of the gouge until it was like a spoon.
With this point the center of the hole was cut out as well
as the sides and from its shape it gets the name, the
spoon bit.
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The boring tools used by the craftsmen of the
Middle Ages were very much like those used in Roman times.
The carpenters of the Middle Ages had augers and gimlets,
bow drills and strap drills.

To these tools the Middle

Age craftsman added the pump drill and the brace and bit.
It seems strange that the []umi)drill and the brace
and bit were not known before, for the pump drill has
been found among quite primitive peoples and the brace
and the bit was certainly not too difficult a tool for
the Romans to have invented (9:183).
The earliest traces of the brace and bit are to be found in
paintings done in medieval times and the earliest of these
tools that ha.s come down to us dates from the fifteenth
century.
A drill brought into use during the nineteenth century made use of a wooden ring threaded on a spiral wooden
shaft called a drill stock.

By running the ring up and

down the shaft the point was made to turn.

From this came

the ratchet drill and the double spiral drill that we use
today.

During the nineteenth century the hand drill, and

the breast drill where the point is turned by gears, also
came into use.
A drill made of metal that has been twisted and
sharpened to a point is another method used in boring holes.
The point held it fast as it went down the hole and the
sides of the blade cut away the wood.
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These twisted bits were used by the Romans and
later they were widened and a screwpoint was cut at
the tip so that the bit pulled itself into the wood
by the screwpoint. The larger of these points,
those that were turned by a handle set crosswise to
the shank, were called augers (10:205).
Because the shape of this point was like a seed
pod, these tools came to be called pod augers.
stration is shown in Figure 36.

An illu-

Small, twisted points

worked by one hand were called gimlets or whimbles.
"The augers and other boring tools in their American form made fuller use of wood and had some refinement
of design 11 (20:38).

The boring tools used by the frontiers-

men were especially designed to suit their own particular
purposes and needs.

Reamers were made especially to enable

the wheelwright to ream hubs.

They often reached a length

of three feet and weighed as much as twenty-five pounds.
Figure 37 shows an illustration of the following:
The early American bitstock or brace was made of
native seasoned hardwood. Some of the earliest were
made of naturally shaped roots or boughs. Oak and
hickory were most commonly used although the burl-wood
bitstock was also prized. Most early braces, particularly New England, were "bitted" in a permanent
manner; the bit was moulded into a metal wad and fitted
tightly into a square wooden chuck, sometimes ferruled,
and this square chuck was wedged into the stock to
stay (21:78).
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Today's boring tools are made for many purposes.
From the large auger to the fine jeweler's drill, these
tools still hold to their original form.

Tool steel

provides a drill point that retains its sharpness and
gives excellent results in metal drill points; jewels
provide an even harder point for specific purposes.

CHAPrER IV
CONCLUSION
The tools used by man have evolved into precise,
functionally designed pieces of equipment.

To be sure,

these tools are prime examples of efficiency, but it is
the ancient tool that makes us aware of the craftsman
who fashioned and used it.

He was a man who understood

his tools and used them with skill and honesty.
Finding an ancient tool in a stone fence or in a
dark corner of some decaying barn is receiving a symbol
from another world, for it gives you a particular and
interesting contact with the past. Men used to build
and create as much for future generations as for their
own needs, so their tools have a special message for us
and our time. When you hold an early implement, when
you close your hand over the worn wooden handle, you
know exactly how it felt to the craftsman whose hand
had smoothed it to its rich patina. In that instant
you are as close to that craftsman as you can be-even closer than if you live in a house that he built
or sit in a chair he made. In that moment you are
near to another life, and you are that much richer
(21:2).

It may be difficult for us to understand why the
early craftsman was closer to his tools than the modern
worker is to his.

Whereas today's tools are designed

with the idea of getting a job done quickly, there was an
added quality to the early tools that gave an added quality
to early workmanship.
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The following museums have extensive displays
dealing with antique woodworking hand tools:
Adam East Museum, Moses Lake, Washington
Museum of History and Industry, Seattle,
Washington
Willis Carey Museum, Cashmere, Washington

